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2019 - CÔTES DU RHÔNE
Le Cabanon de ma Mère

The Serguier estate was established in the late 19th century by Hippolyte Serguier who later passed it on 
to his sons, one of whom was Gaston Serguier. It later passed to Gaston’s grandson. Daniel took over the 
estate in 1997. Historically made up of 6.5 hectares of vines across almost 14 plots in the Châteauneuf du 
Pape AOC, the Serguier estate cultivates a mosaic of terroirs which provides a rich source of inspiration. 
The acquisition of vines in the Côtes du Rhône and Lirac appellations extended the vineyard, taking the 
area of the estate to 12 hectares. All members of the family are involved in this new project, creating 
wines which reflect our traditions. We produce powerful reds on the galets roulés of Les Terres Blanches. 
At Le Pointu, we make more delicate reds.

VINEYARD :   6  hectares

LOCATION : The vineyard is located on the Côtes du Rhône 
appellation

SOIL : Limestone soil

EXPOSURE : South  east facing

HARVEST : The grapes are gathered at daybreak to ensure their temperature remains cool. The 
Grenache Blanc  are picked at early maturity in order to bring out the apple and pear aromas and 
conserve a subtle fruit acidity.

FERMENTATION & AGEING : They then undergo a pneumatic pressing, followed by settling, before 
a low- temperature alcoholic fermentation takes place. Malolactic fermentation is prevented in order to 
preserve the wine’s freshness.

Pale yellow 

Apple & pear aromas with notes 
of small white flowers

Ethereal on the palate with a 
good balance between acidity & 
fruitiness

DOMAINE SERGUIER

TERROIR

WINEMAKING

TASTING NOTES FOOD PAIRING

65% Grenache Blanc
25% Clairette 

Blanche
10% Viognier, 

Roussanne 
Bourboulenc

50°F
10°C 2023 38 years old  26 hl/ha

As an aperitif

Lobster rolls

Goat cheese pizza
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